THE MORGAN HORSE
The pride and product of America
This Certifies that the Morgan

GELDING

NAMED: UC ROMEO
"Was Gelded 03/05/14"

No. 185988
"Qualified by DNA Testing"

COLOR: BROWN
MARKED: NO WHITE MARKINGS. DARK EYES. MEDIAN COWLIC ABOVE EYE LEVEL.

BRED BY: University Of Connecticut Animal Science Dept., Storrs, CT

UC DOC DANIELS 114283
FAY DNA QBT

UC DOC SANCHEZ 175955
BAY QONA

UC TEE TIME 0136663
FAY DNA QBT

UC TORANOODO 124204
BROWN DNA QBT

SONG OF COURAGE 0107382
CHINT DNA QBT

THE STATESMAN 17840
CHINT BT

CHIEF OF STATE 92377
CHINT DNA QBT

STATESMANS ANGELS WHISPER 0143623
CHINT QONA QBT

FORTUNES SUMMER BREEZE 088081
CHINT DNA QBT

FORTUNES SUMMER TIME 066011
CHINT DNA QBT

Current Record Owner is registered in the American Morgan Horse Register

Given this 30 day of September 2014

2485
University of Connecticut
Animal Science Dept.
3636 Horsebarn Hill Road Ext
Storrs, CT 06269-5820

Erica Culanich
REGISTRAR